Circuit Vélo - 35 km
3h-3h30

Departure from Baugé castle - 35 km
Opposite the mairie, take the left hand road down-hill towards le Pont des Fées
(Fairies Bridge) . Take the Rue Boileau on the right, pass the camping site. At the
stop, D766 take the road opposite you towards the Guédeniau, Mouliherne,
Langeais.(D58) and be very careful. Proceed. At the edge of the forest turn right
towards Bocé then first left towards le « Chêne Vert », « La Boussinerie ». After La
Boussinerie follow the path on the left so you can rejoin the D58 and take right.
Continue ahead but beware, leave the D58 on the great bend, continue straight
down La Grande Ligne Forrestière in order to rejoin The Roi René Crossroad (1),
a meeting point of 8 roads and paths.
1- The Roi René crossroad : in the forest of Chandelais (surface of 1036 ha), belongs to

the state since 1793. It has been cultivated since the XIII century. The most ancient trees
are around the crossroad from where the eight road start out. King René loved to hunt in
the forest, hence the name of the crossroad.
From the crossroad, take direction : «Caves de Chanzelles», cycle past and
straight ahead until you reach the crossroad to Le Guédeniau (D186). At Le
Guédeniau(3), continue straight on at the stop staying on D186 (you have cycled
10 km).
3-Le Guédeniau: A Ford or gué is the origin of the name of this village.

The wash place has a pot-hook and a water-mill regulates the flow of water with a
system of poulies and hooks. It also has an adjustable work surface that can be varied according to the level of water. If you want to see it, take the D58 you will find it beside the
picnic area.
At the crossroad at the exit of the village, leave Bocé on your right take a left turn,
and continue straight ahead. You will cross Le Brocard, one of the streams of the
area. Pass in front of « la Ferme de Maunaie » and la « Coulonnière ». At the next
crossroad on the right in the direction of Cuon, pass « La Boulay », « Gouleuvre »
and « les Fontaines ».Take the road on the right in front of « Le Peuré » and
continue straight ahead in the direction of Cuon.
Arriving in Cuon (5) you have done 16 km, take the rue du Manoir.
On the left you will see the Manoir de Veaux(4). Pass behind the church.
4- Le manoir de Vaux dates fromt the XV century and is situated about 50 m behind the
church . The castle is a large square building with a round tower.
Part of the construction facing north is ruined. Level with the first floor, the mantel of a
large chimney with pilars can still be seen.
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5- Cuon : between 1070 and 1080, the habitants of the tuffeau caves, tired of constant
robberies, decide to build a communal house with local hard stones found in the fields. It is
called « THE GRANGE » and has high narrow windows to defend it. In the XII century
the advent of Roman style architecture, the Grange becomes a church. Unique in the
Baugeois area, the square bell tower is surmounted by a conical spire , 26 meters high in
the shape of a pine cone.

At the stop, beware: cross the D938 traverse the « Place du Relais » bearing slightly
to the left downhill and right . The panel for La Graffinière (6) is opposite you at the
end of a long path, turn right at la Graffinère and right at the crossroad.
6- Château Les Graffinières : Ancient squire land, restaured, with a castle, partly modernised. The Central part of the castle is crowned by a high, trunqueted, conical roof. A double
roof -windows is inserted in a small round tower with pointed roof. The larger part of the
building has a balcony and an armoried pignon.The second corps of the building faces East.
Part of it has been added in the XVIII century.and another wing inthe XIX century. The
surrounding buildings dates from 1690 , are 90 metres long and 11 metres large and where used
as a dime barn. The village of Cuon depended from the city of Tours who collected it’s dime,
the taxes and the haie for horse drawn coaches.

At the next calvary you have two possibilities :
1 : Strait ahead to the place called « Les Candis », and turn right. Left at the next
crossroad, pass in front of « Mont Rond » And return to the explanations.
2 : Take the direction of Brion, you will pass in front of « La Vieillerie » « Les
Gastraies », at the cross road on the left you will have « Planche-Marie ». Follo
the directin for BRION on the right (the panel is not facing the oncomming traffic) and
left at the next crossroad. Notice the tall brick chimney, (an old dairy). Go past it.
Then take the first right in the direction « La Pierre De Sobs » (wrong way round
panel) you have done 22km. At the crossroad turn left and at the next crossroad turn
right in front of La Porte Rouge, Les Roches, La Croupe, Le Petit/Grand Patis, in
front of Mont Rond and turn left at the crossroand
At the crossroad on the pass in front of « Les Forges » in the direction of Baugé, you
are on the D60 for 1km500, but be very careful, pass Les Loges, Vilguenais, and
turn a t the second intersection on the left.
At the cross road turn right direction Le Vieil-Baugé (3km) D144.
7- Le Vieil-Baugé : This first Baugé becomes « Le Vieil » after the building of a medieval

promontary buit by Foulques Nerra the IIIrd between 1015-1025 and around wich the present
town is built. East of the village , the place called « La Bataille »,recalls the english defeat of
1421. This defeat is significant because it marks the last few months of the hundred years war.
The river Couasnon crosses the area North / South. There were in olden days, seven
working mills alongside it’s banks. In Vieil-Baugé you can visit the church, built in the XI
century with it’s twisted spire. Take also the time to see The Wash place in the Impasse de la
Fontaine. The Wash place is fed by a source so clear and pure that is said to have ophtalmic
vertues.
At Le Vieil-Baugé (7) you have cycled 32 km, go to the stop, turn right and then left in
the rue de « La Boulerie-Gymnase ». Direction le stade on the right in the rue Marcel
David and go straight ahead to the stop and turn left. Pass the sports ground and continue straight ahead. At the crossroad Les Colinieres, you have arrived in Baugé even
if the panel informs you otherwise. Continue straight ahead. Pass in front of the fire
station on your left. At the stop, continue ahead in the rue de la Paix.
At the next stop turn left in the Rue de l‘Eglise; At the Fountain of the roi René, turn
right the castle is 200 yards down hill on your right.

Bikers chart
Beware, you are not
on cycling tracks

1

-Respect and apply road safety rules:
•
travel behind one another.
•
stop at junctions and stop
signs
•
be very careful when crossing
main roads

2
3

- Take your litter home

-Do not invade private land or
properties.

4 - Do not put your life or anyone
else’s in danger.

On your bikes on the roads of

Baugé, Le Guédeniau,
Cuon, Chartrené,
Le Vieil-Baugé.
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